New Website Rates and Reviews the Best Vacuums for Pet Hair
Website helps pet owners pick the best vacuum for their needs
July 2, 2013 (FPRC) -- The pet industry is a billion dollar business, and each year pet owners spend
over $45 billion on pet supplies. One frequent problem pet owners encounter is unmanageable pet
hair that litters furniture and floors. A new website makes purchasing a pet hair vacuum a bit easier.
VacuumforPetHairGuide.com examines all the vacuums available for pet owners, offering ratings
and reviews to help consumers make informed decisions.
The website has a guide that educates pet owners on the best criteria for picking a vacuum. It also
provides advice on the different features of pet hair vacuums. The website is a valuable resource
with thorough reviews, so pet owners can choose the best vacuum for pet hair according to their
needs. Pet owners can research multiple vacuum types and brands including Dyson, Hoover, iRobot
and Eureka. One of the most valuable elements of the website is the Top 10 list of Best Vacuums
for Pet Hair chart, with a range of vacuums for every budget and need.
For pet owners and those who live with allergies, a good pet hair vacuum is a must. The new
VacuumforPetHairGuide.com website enables those in need of a good vacuum to weigh all of their
options and choose the best one for their needs plus budget. The ease of use and retrieving
information make the guide a must-stop on any pet owner's list.
"With all the vacuums on the market, deciding what's the best buy can be hard on a pet owner. Pet
hair removal is a frequent feature on vacuums, however, looking at a few vacuums in a store isn't
enough to make the proper choice for a homeowner's needs. My website helps the process and
provides all the information they would need on a vacuum," website owner, Wendy Morris, stated.
For more information and to read the latest reviews for the best vacuum for pet hair, please visit
http://VacuumforPetHairGuide.com.
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